Robust knowledge of molecular gas mass is critical for understanding star formation in galaxies. The H 2 molecule does not emit efficiently in the cold interstellar medium, hence the molecular gas content of galaxies is typically inferred using indirect tracers. At low metallicity and in other extreme environments, these tracers can be subject to substantial biases. We present a new method of estimating total molecular gas mass in galaxies directly from pure mid-infrared rotational H 2 emission. By assuming a power-law distribution of H 2 rotational temperatures, we can accurately model H 2 excitation and reliably obtain warm (T 100 K) H 2 gas masses by varying only the power law's slope. With sensitivities typical of Spitzer/IRS, we are able to directly probe the H 2 content via rotational emission down to ∼ 80 K, accounting for ∼ 15% of the total molecular gas mass in a galaxy. By extrapolating the fitted power law temperature distributions to a calibrated single lower cutoff temperature, the model also recovers the total molecular content within a factor of ∼2.2 in a diverse sample of galaxies, and a subset of broken power law models performs similarly well. In ULIRGs, the fraction of warm H 2 gas rises with dust temperature, with some dependency on α CO . In a sample of five low metallicity galaxies ranging down to 12 + log[O/H] = 7.8, the model yields molecular masses up to ∼ 100× larger than implied by CO, in good agreement with other methods based on dust mass and star formation depletion timescale. This technique offers real promise for assessing molecular content in the early universe where CO and dust-based methods may fail.
INTRODUCTION By a factor of more than 10
4 , H 2 is the most abundant molecule in the universe, found in diverse environments ranging from planet atmospheres to quasars hosts (Hanel et al. 1979 (Hanel et al. , 1981 Walter et al. 2003; Genzel et al. 2015) . It was the first neutral molecule to form in the Universe and hence dominated the cooling of pristine gas at early times (Lepp et al. 2002) . Stars form principally from molecular clouds, and most physical prescriptions for stellar formation rate (SFR) are therefore directly linked to the surface density of H 2 gas (Kennicutt 1998; Bigiel et al. 2008) . To understand the star formation processes and how it varies and has evolved over the star-forming history of the Universe, it is necessary to accurately measure the mass and distribution of H 2 . Despite its high abundance, H 2 can be difficult to study directly. It possess no permanent dipole moment, which makes it a weak rotational emitter. In addition, the upper energy level for the lowest permitted rotational (quadrupole) transition is E/k = 510 K above ground (Dabrowski 1984; van Dishoeck & Black 1986) . Hence, the H 2 gas that comprises the bulk of the molecular interstellar medium (ISM) is commonly believed to be too cold to be visible. And yet, despite these observational disadvantages, the advent of the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and in particular Spitzer's Infrared Spectrograph (IRS, Houck et al. 2004 ) revealed pure rotational H 2 emission from a rich variety of extragalactic sources, including normal star forming galaxies ), ultraluminous and luminous infrared galaxies (U/LIRGs Lutz et al. 2003; Pereira-Santaella 2010;  1 Ritter Astrophysical Research Center, University of Toledo, 2825 West Bancroft Street, M. S. 113, Toledo, OH 43606 Email: aditya.togi@utoledo.edu Veilleux et al. 2009; Stierwalt et al. 2014) , galaxy mergers (Appleton et al. 2006) , radio-loud AGN ), UV-selected galaxies (O'Dowd et al. 2009 ), quasar hosts , cooling-flow cluster systems (Egami et al. 2006) , sources with extreme shock-dominated energetics , and even star-forming sources at redshifts 2 .
In the absence of direct measurements of H 2 , the lower rotational line transitions of CO (the next most abundant molecule) are generally used as a molecular gas tracer. To convert the measured integrated intensities of 12 CO to H 2 column density a conversion factor, α CO , is needed, typically calibrated against virial mass estimates in presumed self-gravitating clouds (Solomon et al. 1987; Scoville et al. 1987; Strong & Mattox 1996; Abdo et al. 2010) . However recent evidence indicates that the value of α CO varies substantially, both within galaxies and at different epochs (Genzel et al. 2012; Sandstrom et al. 2013) .
In molecular clouds in our Galaxy, the observed γ-ray flux arising from the cosmic ray interactions with H 2 can be used to recover H 2 gas mass accurately (Bhat et al. 1985; Bloemen et al. 1984 Bloemen et al. , 1986 , but this method requires information on the cosmic ray distribution not available in other galaxies. Another method to assess H 2 content is to use dust as a tracer, with a presumed or recovered dust-to-gas (DGR) ratio (e.g. Sandstrom et al. 2013; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014) . Among other biases, both the CO and dust-based methods lose reliability at low metallicity. Due to declining dust opacity and less effective self-shielding than H 2 , the CO abundance drops rapidly with decreasing metallicity (Wolfire et al. 2010; Bolatto et al. 2013) . Variations in the radiation field can also lead to selective CO destruction (Hudson 1971; Bolatto et al. 2013) . At the lowest metallicities, DGR itself begins to scale non-linearly with the metal content of the gas (Herrera-Camus et al. 2012; Fisher et al. 2014; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014) . Another method of inferring molecular gas content is to couple measured star formation rates with an assumed constant H 2 depletion timescale (τ dep ), equivalent to a constant star formation efficiency (SFE) in galaxies (Schruba et al. 2012) . None of these methods provide direct tracers of the H 2 reservoirs, and the relevant indirect tracers all rely on physical assumptions (e.g. constant or measurable values of α CO , DGR, or τ dep ) which are unlikely to be valid in all environments.
Here we challenge the long-stated assumption that H 2 rotational emission is a poor tracer of the total molecular content in galaxies. Our understanding of the structure of the molecular material in galaxies is undergoing significant revision. While CO traces the coldest component of the molecular ISM, half or more (and sometimes much more) of the molecular gas in galaxies is in a warmer, CO-dark state, where H 2 persists (Field et al. 1966; Tielens 2005; Draine 2011; Wolfire et al. 2010; Pineda et al. 2013; Velusamy & Langer 2014) . What this means is that the common wisdom that all molecular gas is found at temperatures T = 10 − 20 K is incorrect. With molecular material existing in quantity at excitation temperatures 50 -100 K, it becomes possible to use the rotational emission spectrum of the Universe's dominant molecule to directly assess a substantial portion of the total molecular content in galaxies.
We introduce here a simple continuous temperature model which enables direct use of the H 2 rotational emission from galaxies to recover their total molecular gas content. While several assumptions are required to make such a model possible, the resulting biases are expected to be completely distinct from those of the indirect gas tracers. The paper is laid out as follows. We describe the archival sample in § 2. A rotational temperature distribution model is presented in § 3, and in § 4 we describe the method and its calibration procedure. Section 5 presents results, discussions, applications and future prospects of our model. We summarize our conclusions in § 6.
SAMPLE
We have selected a large sample of galaxies spanning a wide range of different physical properties with reliable H 2 rotational emission detections. Our sample includes 14 Low Ionization Nuclear Emission Regions (LINERs), 18 galaxies with nuclei powered by star formation, 6 Seyfert galaxies, 5 dwarf galaxies, 11 radio galaxies, 19 Ultra Luminous Infrared galaxies (ULIRGs), 9 Luminous Infrared galaxies (LIRGs), and 1 Quasi Stellar Object (QSO) host galaxy. The galaxies were chosen to have at least three well-detected H 2 pure-rotational lines with Spitzer/IRS (Houck et al. 2004) , including either S(0) or S(1), occurring at 28.22 and 17.04 µm, respectively. We also required an available measurements of CO line emission (either J = 1-0 or 2-1) for an alternative estimate of the total molecular gas mass. See Table 1 for a complete sample list with relevant physical parameters and the references from which each galaxy was drawn.
The flux ratios S 70 /S 160 are calculated using 70 and 160µm intensities obtained from the Herschel-PACS instrument (Poglitsch et al. 2010) . We convolved PACS 70 µm maps to the lower resolution of PACS 160 µm to calculate flux ratios for mapped regions, for which we have the H 2 line flux. For ULIRGs and other unresolved galaxies, S 70 /S 160 represents the global flux ratio. The PACS70/PACS160 ratios are listed in Table 1 for each galaxy.
MIR H 2 rotational line fluxes
All MIR H 2 rotational line fluxes were obtained from Spitzer-IRS observations at low (R ∼ 60 -120) and high (R ∼ 600) resolution between 5 -38 µm. The Spitzer Infrared Nearby Galaxies Survey (SINGS, Kennicutt et al. 2003 ) is a diverse sample of nearby galaxies spanning a wide range of properties. The SINGS sample consists of LINERs, Seyferts, dwarfs, and galaxies dominated by star formation in their nuclei. We adopted the H 2 rotational line fluxes for four lowest rotational lines (S(0) to S(3)) in SINGS galaxies from Roussel et al. (2007) . The targets were observed in spectral mapping mode and the details of the observing strategy is described in Kennicutt et al. (2003) and Smith et al. (2004) .
H 2 rotational line fluxes for 10 3C radio galaxies are from Ogle et al. (2010) . This sample includes from S(0) to S(7). For the radio galaxy 3C 236, the fluxes of H 2 rotational lines are obtained from Guillard et al. (2012) .
The H 2 rotational line fluxes for QSO PG 1440+356 were taken from the Spitzer Quasar and ULIRG Evolution Study (QUEST) sample of Veilleux et al. (2009) , and those for the 19 ULIRGs were obtained from Higdon et al. (2006) . The fluxes of H 2 rotational lines for the NGC 6240 and other LIRGs in the sample are from Armus et al. (2006) and Pereira-Santaella (2010), respectively. H 2 rotational lines are also observed in the molecular outflow region of NGC 1266 (Alatalo et al. 2011) . Table 2 lists the flux of MIR H 2 rotational lines for all our selected galaxies.
Cold molecular gas mass from CO line intensities
To test and calibrate a model which measures total molecular mass from the rotational lines of H 2 , an estimate of the "true" cold H 2 gas mass in a subset of galaxies is required. For this purpose, we utilize the cold H 2 gas masses for the SINGS sample compiled by Roussel et al. (2007) , which are derived from aperture-matched CO velocity integrated intensities. The observed line intensities of the 2.6 mm 12 CO(1-0) line within the measured CO beam size was chosen to match the aperture of the Spitzer-IRS spectroscopic observations. Roussel et al. (2007) assumed a CO intensity to molecular gas conver-
. They applied aperture corrections by projecting the IRS beam and CO beam on the 8 µm Spitzer-IRAC map. The underlying assumption is that the spatial distribution of the aromatic band in emission and CO(1-0) line emission are similar at large spatial scales.
For the radio galaxies, molecular gas masses were compiled by Ogle et al. (2010) , and the molecular gas mass was estimated from the CO flux density corrected and scaled to the standard Galactic CO conversion factor. For the radio galaxy 3C 236 Ocaña, estimated an upper limit to the cold H 2 gas mass. The cold H 2 gas masses for the LIRGs in our sample were obtained from Sanders et al. (1991) . They used α CO = 6.5
. We derived aperture corrections to the CO intensities by projecting IRS and CO beam on the 8 µm IRAC map, since the CO beam size (55 ′′ aperture) is much larger than the IRS mapped region (13.4 ′′ × 13.4 ′′ ). Required aperture corrections are typically less than a factor of 2. For the LIRGs NGC 7591, NGC 7130, and NGC 3256, the value of molecular gas mass was obtained from Lavezzi & Dickey (1998); Curran et al. (2000) ; Sakamoto et al. (2006) , respectively. The global molecular gas masses for ULIRGs are from Rigopoulou et al. (1996) ; Sanders et al. (1991); Mirabel et al. (1989) ; Evans et al. (2002) . For the quasar QSO PG 1440+356 Evans et al. (2001) derived the molecular gas mass. Different studies have utilized substantially different α CO values to calculate molecular gas masses. In the Milky Way disk, a modern value of α CO,Gal = 4.35
has been found to be consistent with a wide variety of constraints (Bolatto et al. 2013) . In this work, we scale all molecular gas mass estimates to correspond to α CO = α CO,Gal . Since we require only the H 2 gas masses in our analysis, the resulting molecular mass values were further reduced by a factor of 1.36 to remove the mass contribution of Helium and other heavy elements. Recent dust-based studies of a subset of the SINGS sample have revealed variations in α CO both between and within these galaxies Sandstrom et al. (2013) . Table 2 lists the CO-based H 2 gas mass estimated for each galaxy in the sample, aperture matched to the region of Spitzer/IRS coverage, along with H 2 masses calculated using the conversion factor for central regions derived by Sandstrom et al. (2013) in parentheses, where available.
3. MODEL The primary methods of measuring H 2 mass all rely on a set of assumptions -that the α CO factor is known and constant, that the dust-to-gas ratio is fixed or tied directly to metallicity, or that the star formation depletion time is unchanged from environment to environment. All of these methods also rely on indirect tracers: the CO molecule, which is 10,000× less abundant than H 2 , dust grains, with their complex formation and destruction histories and varying illumination conditions, or newly formed stars, which are presumed to be associated with molecular material with a consistent conversion efficiency. All of these methods suffer biases based on the physical assumptions made.
We propose a direct means of assessing total molecular gas mass using the MIR quadrapole rotational line emission of H 2 . Interstellar or direct ultraviolet radiation fields, shocks, and other mechanical heating processes are all potential sources of H 2 excitation. The method we propose requires only the assumption that H 2 rotational temperatures are, when averaged over the diversity of emitting environments and processes in galaxies, widely distributed, and smoothly varying. This is directly analogous to modeling the radiation field intensity which heats dust grain populations in galaxies with a smooth distribution (e.g. Draine et al. 2007; Galliano et al. 2003) . We model the H 2 temperature distribution as a smooth, truncated power law with fixed cutoff temperatures. Indeed, the H 2 molecule is radiatively cooled by a cooling function which can be well approximated as a power law with slope 3.8 (Hollenbach & McKee 1979; Draine & McKee 1993) . A similar analysis by Burton (1987) derived a cooling function with a power law index, n = 4.66, for H 2 molecules in the temperature range 10-2000 K.
The temperature equivalents of H 2 rotational levels are high, starting at T = 510 K (see Table 3 ). The Boltzmann distribution of energy levels, however, leads to substantial excitation even at more modest peak temperatures. The lowest upper energy levels at J = 2-4 are well populated at excitation temperatures of 50 to 150 K, whereas the higher-J levels are excited by temperatures from a few hundred to several hundred K. Typically, a small number of discrete temperature components are fitted to low-J rotational line fluxes, recovering warm H 2 temperatures in this range Spitzer & Cochran 1973; Spitzer & Zweibel 1974; Savage et al. 1977; Valentijn & van der Werf 1999; Rachford et al. 2002; Browning et al. 2003; Snow & McCall 2006; Ingalls et al. 2011) .
Other studies have also adopted continuous temperature distributions for H 2 . Zakamska (2010) in her study of H 2 emission in ULIRGs used a power law model dM ∝ T −n dT to calculate the expected H 2 rotational line ratios, where dM is the mass of H 2 gas with excitation temperatures between T and T + dT . In her sample, power law indices 2.5 < n < 5.0 are required to reproduce the observed range of H 2 line ratios. Similarly Pereira-Santaella et al. (2014) adopted a power-law distribution in H 2 to model H 2 rotational emission in six local infrared bright Seyfert galaxies, with power law indexes ranging from 4-5. In the shocked environment of supernova remnant IC 443, Neufeld & Yuan (2008) found a power law temperature distribution for H 2 column density with power law index varying over the range 3-6 with an average value of 4.5.
The present practice for measuring warm (T 150K) H 2 gas mass is to use two or three distinct temperature components to model the H 2 rotational line fluxes. Yet even on the scales of individual molecular clouds, H 2 is present at a wide range of temperatures, calling into question whether discrete temperature components are physical. When used purely for assessing warm gas mass (T 100K), the power law method provides a more robust, unique and reproducible measure than discrete temperature fits, which are sensitive to the arbitrary choice of starting line pair. A continuous distribution also makes possible extrapolation to a suitable lower temperature to recover the total cold molecular gas mass (see § 4). We fit the flux of H 2 rotational lines using a continuous power law temperature distribution by assuming
where dN is the column density of H 2 gas between excitation temperature T and T +dT , n is the power law index, and m is a constant. Integrating this distribution to recover the total column density, the scaling co-efficient m is found to be
where T ℓ and T u are the lower and upper temperatures of the distribution, respectively, and N obs is the column density of H 2 in the observed line of sight and temperature is presumed equal to the rotational temperature. For a continuous distribution of molecules with respect to temperature, the column density of molecules at upper energy level j responsible for the transition line S(j) is
where g j is the degeneracy value for the corresponding energy level E j . The degeneracy value for even and odd values of j corresponding to para and ortho H 2 is
and
respectively. The factor of 3 for odd values of j is for ortho-hydrogen, which have parallel proton and electron spins, forming a triplet state. Z(T ) is the partition function at temperature T . The model assumes local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) between ortho and para H 2 and the abundance ratio of ortho to para H 2 at any temperature, T , in LTE is given by Burton et al. (1992) . The partition functions for para and ortho H 2 are
respectively. Table 3 list the wavelength of each H 2 rotational line transition, the upper energy level of the corresponding transition in temperature units, and their radiative rate coefficients A (Huber 1979; Black & Dalgarno 1976) .
Assuming H 2 emission to be optically thin, the flux observed in a given transition j is
where Ω is the solid angle of the observation. Substituting the value of N j from equation 3 into Eq. 8 and then using equation 2, we obtain the total column density
From Eq. 8, we conclude that the column density is proportional to the flux F and the corresponding transition wavelength λ, and inversely proportional to the spontaneous emission probability A,
To perform the fit, we develop an excitation diagram from the ratio of column densities,
where N 3 is the column density of the upper energy level of the transition S(1). We select N 3 , corresponding to the S(1) transition, since it is the brightest and most frequently detected line. Using equation 3, we find this column density ratio from the continuous temperature model to be
We determined the parameters of our model by comparing the observed and the modeled column density ratios from equation 11 and 12, by varying the lower temperature T ℓ and power law index n (the upper temperature, T u , is fixed, see § 4). Knowing these parameters, we substitute their values in equation 9, to obtain the total column density. The total number of molecules is calculated using
where n tot is the total number of hydrogen molecules and d is the distance to the object. We then calculate the total H 2 gas mass,
where m H2 is the mass of a hydrogen molecule.
4. METHOD & CALIBRATION Applying the model developed in § 3 permits direct assessment of the warm H 2 column. The model-derived lower temperature is typically degenerate, so extrapolating the model to lower temperatures to recover the full molecular content requires a calibration procedure using a trusted independent estimate of H 2 content. Here we describe both applications.
Warm H 2
The power law temperature distribution of H 2 molecules in Eq. 1 has three primary parameters: upper temperature T u , power law index n, and lower temperature T ℓ . An excitation diagram formed from the H 2 line flux ratios is the distribution of normalized level populations and constrains our model parameters. Excitation diagrams relate the column density of the upper level (N u ) of a particular transition, normalized by its statistical weight, g u , as a function of its energy level E u . In the following sections we describe how the model can be used to estimate the warm H 2 gas mass. In practice, except in a few cases, the lower temperature cutoff T ℓ is not directly constrained (see § 4.2.1). The model fit results themselves are given in Table 4 . 4.1.1. Upper temperature, T u The bond dissociation energy for H 2 is 4.5 eV, corresponding to E/k ∼ 5 × 10 4 K, hence H 2 is not typically bound above this temperature. H 2 present in photodissociation regions (PDRs) in the outer layers of the molecular cloud can reach temperatures of a few 100 K (Hollenbach & Tielens 1997 , 1999 . For the SINGS galaxies, Roussel et al. (2007) concluded that the mass of H 2 greater than 100 K contributes 1-30% of the total H 2 The solid red line indicates our model fit to the observed normalized columns, denoted by black points. The error bars on the black points are comparable to the symbol sizes. The resulting model parameters Tu, and n are indicated. The two solid lines show the two discrete temperature fit adopted by Roussel et al. (2007) . The blue diamonds show model-predicted ratio values for the (unobserved) S(4)-S(7) H 2 rotational lines in NGC 5033. The lower panel for 3c 293 shows our model fit to all the MIR rotational lines S(0)-S (7) detected with the IRS-Spitzer. The radio jets in 3c293 shock-excite H 2 to high energy levels resulting in high rotational line fluxes. A single power law model, varying only slope, reproduces H 2 excitation across a wide range of excitation energy.
gas mass. In the MOlecular Hydrogen Emission Galaxies (MOHEGs) of Ogle et al. (2010) , M(H 2 ) > 1500 K contributes only 0.01% of the total H 2 . M(H 2 ) > 300 K contributes less than 1% in ULIRGs ).
In our model, when T u is allowed to vary above 1000 K, we found negligible impact on the recovered total gas mass or the quality of the fit to the excitation diagram. We therefore fixed the upper temperature of the power law model distribution at T u = 2000 K. H 2 's rovibrational excitation spectrum (including the 1-0 S(1) line at λ = 2.12µm) would provide sensitivity to even hotter gas, but the mass contribution of this very hot gas in the context of our model is insubstantial.
Power law index, n
Keeping a fixed value of T u = 2000 K, the other two model parameters, T ℓ and n, are varied using a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization (Markwardt 2009 ) to match the observed line flux ratios (suitably converted to column density ratios using Eq. 11). Figure 1 is an example excitation diagram for galaxy NGC 5033. The model fit converges to T ℓ = 51 K, n = 4.65, with a fixed value of T u = 2000 K. Model predicted ratio values for the unobserved lines S(4)-S(7) are indicated, as are the two discrete temperature fits chosen by Roussel et al. (2007) .
The power law index n in our sample ranges from 3.79-6.39, with an average valuen = 4.84 ± 0.61. Figure 2 is a frequency distribution of power law index required to fit the MIR H 2 rotational line fluxes in the SINGS galaxies. The power law index range derived in our model is comparable to the indices required to fit the H 2 rotational line fluxes for ULIRGs (2.5 < n < 5.0) and Seyfert galaxies (3.4-4.9) (Zakamska 2010; Pereira-Santaella et al. 2014). Galaxies with a steep power law index have low warm gas mass fractions, since a larger quantity of H 2 in these systems are at lower temperatures. Molecular gas heated by shocks and other turbulent energetic phenomena have higher temperatures and hence, higher warm gas mass fractions than gas in photo-dissociation regions (PDRs) (Appleton et al. in prep) . The power law index therefore gives information on the relative importance of gas heating by shocks, photoelectric heating, UV pumping, etc.
Total H 2
With a continuous power law model well reproducing the rotational emission lines from warm H 2 , it is natural to consider whether the total molecular gas reservoir could be probed by suitable extrapolation of our model to lower temperatures. Typically, the entire reservoir of H 2 cannot be probed through rotational emission, since the model loses sensitivity at temperatures far below the first rotational energy state. Recovering the total molecular content from rotational H 2 emission therefore typically requires an additional free parameter -an extrapolated model lower temperature, T ℓ -which must be calibrated against known molecular mass estimates. We first explore the models sensitivity to low temperatures, and then describe the calibration procedure we adopt.
Model Sensitivity Temperature, T s
The upper energy level of the lowest rotational transition of H 2 is 510 K (see Table 3 ) -substantially higher than typical kinetic temperatures in molecular regions. Yet, even at temperatures well below this value, molecules in the high temperature tail of the energy distribution can yield detectable levels of rotational emission. Below some limiting temperature, however, increasing the number of cold H 2 molecules will increase the implied molecular gas mass, but result in no measureable changes to the H 2 rotational line fluxes.
We define the sensitivity temperature, T s , as that temperature below which the H 2 reservoir is too cold for changes in the amount of gas to lead to measurable changes in the excitation diagram. To evaluate this in the context of our model, we calculated the difference between the model-derived and observed column density ratios, (1) ]. Note that with the adopted normalization to the S(1) line, a unique excitation curve exists for any given pair n, T ℓ (∀T ℓ ≤ T s ). We varied these model parameters and evaluated the quality of the model fit using
where R = ln
, and R i,mod and R i,obs are, respectively, the modeled and observed flux ratios for the i th transition, with uncertainty σ R i,obs , and the summation is over all independent line flux ratios. We map the χ 2 space in T ℓ and n to σ values, following Avni (1976) 
value). Figure 3 shows example ∆χ 2 contours for the galaxy NGC 5033. The value of T s is determined at the maximum value of lower cutoff temperature T ℓ along the 1σ contour. For the galaxy NGC 5033, T s ∼ 88 K.
The near-horizontal orientation of the contours indicates little correlation between n and T ℓ . Since for most of the sample, the contours do not close as you go towards lower temperatures T ℓ < T s , any chosen lower cutoff of the power law distribution of temperatures below T s remains consistent with the data. Generally, differences between the modeled and observed flux ratios decrease as T ℓ decreases, and do not significantly change below ∼80 K. However, in some LINER and Seyferts systems (e.g. NGC 2798, NGC 3627, and NGC 4579), the contours close, and χ 2 has a defined minimum. Figure 4 illustrates this phenomenon in the galaxy NGC 3627, evaluating χ 2 along the ridge line of bestfitting indices n for each T ℓ , and contrasting this galaxy with the more typical case of an indefinite minimum. Evident in the fits to NGC 3627 is a single best-fitting lower cutoff temperature of T ℓ ∼ 120 K. In such cases, a continuation of the power-law distribution to temperatures (blue) and an excess warm molecular gas galaxy NGC 3627 (red). The minimum χ 2 occurs at a cutoff temperature of 120 K for NGC 3627 however, for the galaxy NGC 5033 the χ 2 curve decreases throughout as the lower temperature is decreased. For temperatures less than 50 K the model show no change in the flux ratios since temperatures are too cold to occupy rotational energy levels and hence, a constant χ 2 curve.
below this best-fitting value is counter-indicated, as it degrades the fit. This indicates that in these cases, the bulk of H 2 is directly detected via rotational emission in a warm gas component excess.
To identify galaxies with warm molecular gas excess, we imposed the constraint ∆χ
is the χ 2 value at 20 K. Figures 5 and 6 show the distribution of sensitivity temperature T s and the corresponding average confidence contour plot for all SINGS galaxies, excluding in total 8 galaxies, identified as having a warm gas excess (NGC 2798, NGC 3627, and NGC 4579) and few other galaxies (e.g. NGC 1266, NGC 1291, NGC 1316, NGC 4125, and NGC 5195) with low signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio in their S(0) line. The excluded galaxies are all LINERs or Seyferts with low S(0)/S(1) ratios (in the range 0.04-0.2, vs. median 0.33 in the SINGS sample, Roussel et al. (2007) ). They exhibit evidence for shocks, unusually high dust temperatures, and merger morphologies -all processes that could result in substantial quantities of warm molecular gas.
As seen in Fig. 6 , the average value of T s is 81 K. This implies that, with the quality of H 2 rotational spectroscopy provided by the Spitzer/IRS instrument, H 2 gas down to rotational temperatures of ∼80 K can be reliably detected.
4.2.2.
Model extrapolated lower temperature, T ℓ Given our model sensitivity to H 2 columns down to rotational temperatures ∼80 K, we evaluate the potential for extrapolating the power law distribution to lower temperatures to attempt to recover the the total molecular gas mass.
To calibrate an extrapolated lower temperature cutoff -T ℓ -we require a set of galaxies with well-established molecular gas masses obtained from L CO . We constructed a training sample from SINGS galaxies (except NGC 4725, where we have an upper mass limit of molecular gas from CO intensity), omitting galaxies with a cen- -The distribution of sensitivity temperatures Ts (the temperature above which H 2 can be directly traced via rotational emission) for the SINGS sample, omitting warm excess sources. On average, the sensitivity temperature is 81 K. tral warm excess (see § 4.2.1). ULIRGs and radio galaxies are also avoided due to ambiguity in their α CO values.
Recent studies have also shown α CO in low metallicity galaxies can be substantially higher than the Galactic value (e.g. Bolatto et al. 2013; Schruba et al. 2012; Leroy et al. 2011 ) and hence we restricted our sample to galaxies with an oxygen abundance value of 12 + log[O/H] ≥ 8.4, using the average of their characteristic metallicities derived from a theoretical calibration and an empirical calibration as recommended by Moustakas et al. (2010) .
To perform the calibration, the single power law model fitted to the rotational excitation diagrams of each of the 34 galaxy training sample is extrapolated to the temperature where the model mass equals the cold molecular gas mass, estimated from CO emission (L CO ), using α CO,Gal (column 10 of Table 2 ). Figure 7 shows the distribution of extrapolated model lower temperature, T ℓ , required to fit the molecular gas mass in the SINGS sample (with and without warm ex- -The frequency distribution of model lower temperature, T ℓ , required to fit the molecular gas mass using the Galactic α CO,Gal . On average the value for T ℓ is T ⋆ ℓ =49 K for our training sample. The below histogram (in blue) is plotted excluding warm galaxies with high Ts. However, no change in the average value, T ⋆ ℓ , is found including or excluding galaxies with warm gas excess.
cess sources). The full training sample is described by an average extrapolation temperature of T ⋆ ℓ = 49 ± 9 K. Excluding galaxies with warm gas excess narrows the distribution, but does not significantly change the average value of T ℓ . Table 4 lists the value of T ℓ for each galaxy, with the value in parentheses calculated when the conversion factor derived by Sandstrom et al. (2013) through dust emission is assumed.
It is important to note that the numerical value of the lower temperature cutoff of T ⋆ ℓ = 49 ± 9 K relies on the assumption of a single power law across all temperatures. See § 5.2 for an alternative viewpoint adopting broken power laws, which can change the value of T ⋆ ℓ without impacting the estimated total molecular gas mass.
Mass distribution function
Since dM/dT is a strong negative power law, the number of molecules decreases rapidly with increasing temperature -most of the H 2 gas mass resides at the lowest temperatures. We can evaluate the fraction of the total molecular mass our model is sensitive to by comparing M(T = T ℓ → T s ) and M(T = T s → T u ) Figure 8 shows an example mass-temperature distribution dM/dT for NGC 5033 as a function of molecular temperature. The total molecular gas mass of 1.9 ×10 8 M ⊙ is distributed with an index n = 4.65 in the temperature range T ℓ = 51 K to T u = 2000 K. The fraction of cold H 2 gas mass (< T S = 88 K for NGC 5033) is ∼ 86%.
Using the average power-law index and sensitivity temperature from the SINGS training sample (see Fig. 6 ) we find M H2 (T > T s = 81K)/M H2,total ∼ 15%. Adopting instead the 2σ contour, the value of T s becomes 97 K and the ratio M H2 (> T s = 97K)/M H2,total is ∼ 8%. Even when considering a broken power law temperature distribution for H 2 , the mass fraction remains similar, and we discuss the effects in §5.5. This demonstrates that, despite the many shortcoming of H 2 as a rotational emitter, we can trace a substantial fraction of the H 2 in galaxies directly. 5. RESULTS, DISCUSSIONS, & APPLICATIONS 5.1. What are the typical molecular gas temperatures in galaxies? UV pumping sets the level populations of upper level states, J 3, in particular at low column densities of H 2 . As a result, these states may result in rotational temperatures well in excess of their kinetic temperatures. For our purposes, whatever combination of collisional (including shocks) and UV pumping determines the level populations and hence average the H 2 excitation, we assume a single power law distribution of rotational temperature describes the ensemble of molecules (although see § 5.2 for an alternative analysis employing broken powerlaws). Since the mass is dominated by gas with the lowest rotational temperatures and hence lowest excitations, it is instructive to compare the derived lower temperature cutoffs ( §4.2.2) with various theoretical models and measurements of temperature in molecular gas. The average lower extrapolation cutoff, T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K, is comparatively higher than what is typically assumed for molecular regions (∼10-30 K) . And yet, this high lower cutoff is essential in describing the portion of molecular material following a single power-law distribution of temperatures. For example, if we forced the extrapolation temperature to a lower value of 20 K while retaining the average power law index n = 4.8 ( § 4.1.2), the estimated molecular gas mass would be on average ∼ 30× higher than the mass measured using L CO .
The ratio of warm diffuse to cold dense molecular gas in galaxies is a key step in understanding the H 2 temperature distribution. Assuming an incident radiation field G 0 = 10 for a cloud with mass 10 5 -10 6 M ⊙ , Wolfire et al. (2010) estimated that molecules in the outer diffuse region (A V < 1) obtain temperatures in the range 50-80 K, with stronger incident radiation fields leading to even higher temperatures. Due to the differences in self shielding from dissociating radiation, molecular clouds have an outer layer of varying thickness which contains molecular hydrogen, but little or no CO. This gas cannot be traced through CO transitions and is hence called dark molecular gas (Wolfire et al. 2010 ). This dark gas can account for a significant fraction (24-55%) of the total molecular gas mass in galaxies (Pineda et al. 2013; Wolfire et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2014; Planck Collaboration et al. 2011) .
CO-dark and diffuse molecular gas is heated to higher temperatures than dense CO-emitting gas in molecular cloud cores. Indeed, individual molecular cloud simulations find average mass-weighted H 2 temperatures of ∼45 K for Milky-Way average cloud masses and radiation (Glover & Clark (2012a), Glover, priv comm.) . Galaxyscale hydrodynamic simulations with a full molecular chemistry network (Smith et al. 2014 ) also show that H 2 gas in the CO-emitting regions is markedly biased to the low temperature end of the full temperature distribution (Glover, priv comm.) . Also, in diffuse and translucent molecular clouds in the Galaxy, Ingalls et al. (2011) demonstrated that additional sources of heating are required to explain the observed H 2 and atomic cooling-line power. Our extrapolated power law model traces both warm and cold molecular gas mass in galaxies. The common assumption that the bulk of molecular gas is found at rotational temperatures of ∼10-30 K may be true only in the CO emitting core regions of the molecular cloud. The average mass-weighted molecular gas temperature can be much higher when the full range of emitting environments are considered. It is therefore perhaps not surprising to find typical molecular gas temperatures of ∼ 50 K in galaxies, similar to our model derived values.
It must be noted, however, that to calculate the total molecular gas mass, we have extrapolated using a single power law index. The possibility of a broken or nonpower-law temperature distribution for the ∼85% of H 2 gas at temperatures lower than our sensitivity temperature cannot be excluded (and indeed in warm gas excess sources, will be required to explain ongoing star formation). In the following section, we consider the effect of broken power law models on the dominant H 2 temperatures.
Broken power law models
In the previous subsection we discussed the results of applying a single power law model for the entire temperature distribution of H 2 , and found that a single lower cutoff temperature of T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K permits recovering the entire molecular mass. Yet as seen in § 4.2.1, with the typical performance of the Spitzer/IRS instrument, we are sensitive only to the ∼15% of H 2 gas with temperature T T s = 81 K. While a single power law temperature distribution, varying only the slope n, provides very high quality model fits to the H 2 excitation diagram, at temperatures below T s , in principle any distribution form would provide an equally valid description. Chemo-hydrodynamic models with H 2 formation and excitation do result in a broad distribution of H 2 temperatures (Glover & Smith, in prep.) . But shocks elevate H 2 to higher rotational temperatures (e.g. Neufeld & Yuan 2008) , and are not well modeled, so as yet there exists no a priori expectation for the detailed 10-3000 K temperature distribution of H 2 molecules. Any presumed distribution, however, must 1) reproduce the H 2 excitation diagrams as well as a single power law does, and 2) permit recovering the CO-predicted H 2 mass within a reasonable range of temperatures. A broken power-law provides a general framework for exploring changes in the lowtemperature form of the distribution, and has been invoked by Pereira-Santaella et al. (2014) to jointly model H 2 and CO excitation. Here we consider the changes resulting from adopting a broken power law model, with a fixed break temperature, T b , and slope below the break, n 1 , studying the resulting lower cutoff temperatures, as well as the ability of these models to satisfy these two criteria.
Holding the upper temperature T u constant as before, we evaluated a grid of broken power law models with fixed pre-break slope n 1 (from 0-3) and break temperature T b (from 70-290 K). For each such model, we fitted the observed MIR H 2 rotational line ratios in excitation diagrams in the same training sample of 34 galaxies considered in § 4.2.2. As before, we then extrapolate the broken power law to recover the total H 2 mass, as indicated by CO intensity, evaluating the associated extrapolation cutoff temperature T ℓ,b . We define T 2). Figure 9 shows the variation of the training sample's average extrapolated lower cutoff temperature T ⋆ ℓ,b as a function of break temperature T b for differing values of below-the-break slope. Those combinations of (n 1 ,T b ) for which the excitation diagrams are reproduced as well as a single power law model (∆χ 2 < 2.3 relative to the single power law model fit; see § 4.2.1) for at least 50% of the training sample are shown in solid lines. In this allowable range of n 1 and T b , the dispersion of the ratio M (H 2 , model)/M (H 2 , CO) of H 2 mass recovered from the broken power-law model using a single extrapolation T ⋆ ℓ,b , relative to that implied by CO ranges only from 0.28-0.34 dex. At higher temperatures the excitation diagram fit quality degrades rapidly (dotted lines). As the break temperature approaches the average slope for a single power law model, T b = T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K, the broken power law becomes equivalent to our single power law truncated at this temperature, independent of slope n 1 . At slopes approaching the single-power law average n = 4.8 (see Fig. 2 ), lower extrapolated temperatures diverge less and less from the value obtained using a single power law, since the shape of the temperature distribution is then relatively unchanged. Low slopes n 1 require very low extrapolation temperatures, since the cumulative mass of H 2 rises less rapidly at lower temperatures compared to the single power law. In fact, models with a flat slope (n 1 = 0) fail to recover the CO-derived H 2 mass within a reasonable lower H 2 temperature floor of ∼ 5 K. Figure 9 demonstrates that the single lower cutoff temperature to which an H 2 model must be extrapolated depends sensitively on the detailed shape of the distribution at low temperature. For reasonable slopes, the dominant mass-weighted temperature can range from 10-50 K. All models which produce satisfactory fits of the excitation diagrams and have physically reasonable extrapolation temperatures have nearly the same predictive capability for the total H 2 mass. While optical depth effects introduce some difficulties (e.g. for low-J 12 CO), ideally a family of profiles for the full temperature distribution of molecular gas in galaxies could be developed, based on tracers with sensitivity to different parts of the temperature range matched to chemo-hydrodynamic models of molecular gas across all densities. Since the single power law model provides excellent fits to H 2 rotational emission line ratios with the minimum of free parameters, we retain this simplified model for the remainder of this work. It should, however, be kept in mind that broken power law models with flatter slopes below T ∼100-120 K can produce similar quality fits and yield equivalently reliable model-based H 2 masses, as long as the low temperature slope n 1 does not vary substantially from galaxy to galaxy.
Estimating total M H2
By fitting a continuous temperature distribution to the MIR H 2 rotational lines and calibrating an extrapolating temperature, this model can be used to calculate the total molecular mass in galaxies directly from H 2 rotational emission. While this method does require a reliable source of known molecular masses for calibration (introducing secondary dependence on, e.g. α CO ), once calibrated it is independent of any indirect tracer like CO, DGR, or assumptions about star formation depletion timescales. The biases inherent in this method (arising, for example, from the assumption of a single and smooth power law temperature distribution), are therefore expected to be relatively distinct from those of the aforementioned estimators. In this section we test the model's capability to estimate molecular gas mass in different types of galaxies. Adopting a fixed model lower extrapolation temperature T ⋆ l = 49 K the total H 2 gas mass is calculated by extrapolating the fitted model. The total H 2 gas mass derived by our model is shown in Figure 10 . It compares very well with L CO along with α CO,Gal based estimates of gas mass. The scatter in our model is about 0.31 dex (factor of 2) for the SINGS sample and increases to 0.34 dex (factor of 2.2) for the complete sample, including U/LIRGs and radio galaxies. Some of this scatter no doubt arises from ignorance of the true α CO values in Fig. 10. -The model extrapolated molecular gas mass, assuming a single lower cutoff temperature of 49 K vs the total molecular gas mass obtained from L CO measurements using α CO,Gal . Different symbols represent different galactic systems as indicated. The solid line is one to one correspondence while the dashed and dotted lines are 2× and 3× the value respectively. these systems.
Galaxies with warm gas excess and a high sensitivity temperature T s ( § 4.2.1), require similar values of extrapolated T ℓ as the training sample. The warm molecular gas traced by MIR rotational lines may be completely isolated from the cooler gas in these galaxies. Extrapolating to a lower temperature of 49 K yields molecular gas masses which agree with CO-derived values, assuming α CO = α CO,Gal . A possibility of enhanced CO excitation due to high molecular gas temperature with a corresponding low α CO in such warm galaxies cannot be ruled out (see also § 5.4).
Taken together, a tight correlation between H 2 -derived and CO-based mass estimates is found, spanning seven orders of magnitude in mass scale and across a wide range of galaxy types. The mass calculated with a continuous temperature distribution model, extrapolated to a single fixed cutoff temperature of 49 K can provide an independent measurement of total molecular gas mass in galaxies, good to within a factor of 2.2 (0.34 dex). A dependence on α CO does arise indirectly through our CO-based mass estimates in the training sample ( § 4.2.2), but the recovered dispersion is comparable to uncertainties in the α CO conversion factor itself, even among normal galaxies (Bolatto et al. 2013) , as well as methods using DGR (e.g. Sandstrom et al. 2013).
Model derived molecular gas mass in ULIRGs,
LIRGs and radio galaxies Many local ULIRGs are recent ongoing galaxy mergers. In the merging process a large amount of gas in the spiral disk is driven to the central nuclear region, increasing the gas temperature. The increase in temperature and turbulence increases the CO linewidth, resulting in a high value of L CO for a given molecular gas mass. α CO,Gal therefore gives an overestimate of H 2 gas masses in these galaxies (Downes et al. 1993; Bryant & Scoville 1999) . Moreover, α CO,Gal can yield molecular gas masses greater than the observed dynamical mass ). To avoid this, a lower value of conversion factor is suggested for ULIRGs and other merger systems -α CO = 0.8 M ⊙ (K km s −1 pc 2 ) −1 , 5.5× lower than the standard Galactic value (Downes & Solomon 1998) . However, by considering the high-J CO ladder, some studies have suggested that even for ULIRGs α CO,Gal values are possible (Papadopoulos et al. 2012) . Some H 2 emission may lie outside photo-dissociation and star forming regions in ULIRGs (Zakamska 2010) . This H 2 may reside in COdark gas, so that applying a low α CO value in ULIRGs may yield an underestimate H 2 mass.
In radio galaxies molecular gas can be predominantly heated by shocks through powerful jets. The molecular gas clouds may be affected by turbulence, and not gravitationally bound, defying the use of standard α CO,Gal . Ogle et al. (2014) using DGR in NGC 4258, a low luminosity AGN (LLAGN) harboring a jet along the disk, derived gas mass of about 10 8 M ⊙ , an order of magnitude lower compared to the standard method of using α CO,Gal . The molecular gas mass could be overestimated when used α CO,Gal in radio galaxies, which harbor long collimated powerful jets.
In applying a power law model to the sample of ULIRGs, LIRGs and radio galaxies, the nominal model extrapolation temperature T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K is used to calculate the total H 2 gas masses, listed in column 3 of Table 5 . The T ℓ in column 4 of Table 5 is the required extrapolated temperature to match the cold molecular gas mass measured from the CO line intensity.
In radio galaxies 3c 424, 3c 433, cen A, and 3c 236 the estimated H 2 gas mass using the power law model after extrapolation to T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K, is higher when compared to the CO luminosity derived values using α CO,Gal . However, when accounted for the intrinsic variation in α CO,Gal and T ⋆ ℓ the H 2 gas masses are in agreement with each other except in 3c 424, where the difference in masses is more than 10×.
Using
, a factor of 5.5× lower than the standard Galactic value, we derive a modified extrapolation temperature T ′ ℓ , which is required to match the lowered gas mass. Since the model mass rises rapidly to lower temperatures,
values are listed in column 7 of Table 5 . On average for ULIRGs, T ′ ℓ = 80 ± 13 K. Figure 11 shows the temperature distribution of T ℓ (adopting α CO,Gal ) and T ′ ℓ (adopting α CO,Gal /5.5) in ULIRGs. The lower temperature cutoff in ULIRGs and radio galaxies (except 3c424) is very similar to the normal galaxy training sample when α CO,Gal is adopted, but much higher with the reduced molecular mass of α CO,ULIRG .
It is of interest that when α CO,Gal is used with the nominal calibration cutoff temperature T ⋆ ℓ , the ULIRG sample in Fig. 10 does not exhibit any particular bias. Either α CO and T ℓ are similar to their normal Galactic values in these systems, or they have reduced α CO and a higher H 2 temperature floor. This may indicate that the same physical processes that lead to reduced α CO in highly active system, including increased ISM pressure and radiation density, globally elevate the gas temperature.
Since ULIRGs could indeed have uniformly elevated molecular gas temperatures, this degeneracy between α CO decrease and T ℓ increase leads to a systematic uncertainty in the total H 2 gas mass identical in form to that obtained directly from mass estimates based on L CO . A suggested prescription which side-steps this ambiguity, in applying this model to systems with non-Galactic α CO is to calculate the total gas mass using the the nominal T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K, and scale it by α CO /α CO,Gal , for the preferred α CO . As can be seen in Fig. 10 , which adopts a uniform α CO,Gal , the molecular mass in ULIRGs is well recovered by this procedure.
5.5.
Effect of dust temperature on the warm H 2 fraction Fig. 11. -The distribution of model extrapolated lower temperatures in ULIRG and radio galaxies when the H 2 gas mass is evaluated using the Galactic conversion factor α CO,Gal (above, red), and when adopting α CO,Gal /5.5, as generally accepted for ULIRGs (below, blue). The mean lower temperature cutoff is 50 K and 80 K when α CO,Gal and α CO = α CO,Gal /5.5 are used, respectively. The T ℓ distribution for the SINGS normal galaxy sample is shown above, for comparison.
Since typical sensitivity temperatures are T s ∼ 80 K (see § 4.2.1), we can directly calculate the warm H 2 mass above ∼ 100 K without extrapoloation, and compare it to the total mass as recovered by the calibrated extrapolation of § 4.2.2. Given an estimate for the power law index, n, and lower cut off temperature, T ℓ , of the power law distribution, we can calculate the fraction of molecular gas mass at temperatures above 100 K as
where M total is the total molecular gas mass estimated from the CO line intensity. Assuming 100 K ≪ T u and T ℓ ≪ T u we find Table 4 lists the calculated mass fraction M(> 100K)/M total for each galaxy.
Columns 6 and 8 of Table 5 are calculated using α CO,Gal and (1/5.5) × α CO,Gal as generally assumed for ULIRGs, respectively. At lower α CO , the warm gas mass fraction is higher. Figure 12 shows the fraction of warm molecular gas mass, M(> 100K)/M total , as a function of far infrared (FIR) dust color temperature, νf ν70µm /νf ν160µm . The warm gas fraction obtained using α CO,Gal ranges from 2-30%, and exhibits little correlation among different galaxy types with dust color temperature. The ULIRGs and normal star forming galaxies show similar warm gas fractions, though ULIRGs have warmer dust color temperatures, and LINERs and Seyferts have somewhat higher warm gas mass fractions than normal star forming galaxies on average.
In contrast, using the available dust-derived central α CO estimates of Sandstrom et al. (2013) for normal galaxies and a reduced value 1 5.5 × α CO,Gal for ULIRGs and QSO's, however, leads to a strong correlation, with At left a consistent Galactic α CO is adopted, and little trend is seen. At right, a reduced α CO is applied to ULIRGs and QSO, and the dust-derived central α CO values of Sandstrom et al. (2013) are used. Galaxies with warmer dust color temperatures have high warm molecular gas mass fraction.
warmer dust implying an increasing warm H 2 fraction. The average warm gas fraction for ULIRGs and QSO is then ∼45%, significantly above that of normal galaxies, and on the same increasing trend with dust temperature. Depending on which prescription for total gas mass is correct, this could indicate a dependence of α CO on temperature.
When considering a broken power law model, the fraction M(>100 K)/M total is, as expected, very similar to that of a single power law for T b ≤ 100 K. For T b > 120 K irrespective of low-temperature slope n 1 , the model yields a poor fit to the excitation diagrams (see § 5.2). At these intermediate break temperatures, the warm mass fraction M(>100 K)/M total changes by at most ∼10-20% compared to the case of a single power law.
5.6. Molecular gas in low metallicity galaxies As traced by their CO emission, many low metallicity dwarfs appear to have vanishingly low molecular gas content, but retain high star formation rates. That is, they are strong outliers on the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation (Galametz et al. 2009; Schruba et al. 2012 ). This discrepancy implies either that in dwarf galaxies star formation efficiencies are higher compared to normal spirals, or they host large molecular gas reservoirs than is traced by the CO emission (Schruba et al. 2012; Glover & Clark 2012b) . It is possible that a significant fraction of H 2 exists outside the CO region, where the carbon is in C + (ionized) or C 0 (neutral) states. Since H 2 can self-shield from UV photons in regions where CO is photodissociated (Wolfire et al. 2010) , at low metallicity, not only is the CO abundance reduced, but as dust opacity is reduced and ionized regions become hotter and more porous, α CO,Gal can severely underestimate the molecular gas mass. Considerable effort has been invested in detecting and interpreting CO emission at metallicity 50 times lower than the solar metallicity, 12 + log[O/H]∼ 7.0, to assess the molecular gas content (Leroy et al. 2011; Schruba et al. 2012; Cormier et al. 2014; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014) . Dust emission can be used to estimate the molecular gas mass in ISM, assuming a constant DGR however, it is essential to know the change in DGR with metallicity. At very low metallicities, 12 + log[O/H]≤ 8, DGR appears to scale non-linearly with metallicity (Herrera-Camus et al. 2012; Rémy-Ruyer et al. 2014 ).
Our direct detection of H 2 gas mass through H 2 rotational lines is independent of any indirect tracers, which are affected by changing metallicity and local radiation effects. Applying our model in low metallicity galaxies should yield an estimate of molecular gas mass without the same inherent biases introduced by these dust and CO abundance variations. In this section we estimate the H 2 gas masses through our power law model in a low metallicity galaxy sample selected to have detected H 2 rotational emission, faint CO detection, and (where available) estimates of dust mass. We then compare these H 2 -based estimates to models and other methods which attempt to control for the biases introduced at low metallicity.
The low metallicity galaxies were selected on availability of MIR H 2 rotational lines to have atleast three rotational lines including S(0) or S(1) line fluxes along with CO derived molecular mass estimates.
Metallicity estimation
To study the variation of H 2 gas mass from CO derived measurements over the metallicity range, it is essential to estimate the metallicity of galaxies. The metallicities were determined applying the direct T e method. For selected SINGS galaxies, the metallicity values in the circumnuclear regions, which are approximately the size of our H 2 line flux extracted regions, are estimated by averaging the theoretical (KK04) and an empirical metallicity calibration (PTO5) as recommended by Moustakas et al. (2010) .
Cold molecular gas from CO line emission
Although the CO abundance drops super-lineraly with decreasing metallicity, it is detected in the low metallicity sample, and as the most common molecular tracer, can be compared directly to our H 2 based method. We adopted the literature values for 12 CO(1-0) line intensities for CGCG 007-025 and N66, while for Haro 11, UM 311 and Hubble V region 12 CO(3-2) line intensities were scaled using the relation I CO(3−2) /I CO(1−0) = 0.60 (in temperature units) due to unavailability of 12 CO(1-0) line intensities. Calculating L ′ CO , (area integrated luminosity) the molecular gas masses are estimated using α CO,Gal and were further scaled using the 8 µm map, to account for the difference in the extracted IRS spectrum and the CO beam regions for each galaxy. The molecular gas masses are listed in Table 6 .
Molecular gas from dust emission
An alternative method for estimating molecular gas mass makes use of dust emission together with assumption of dust opacity and grain size distribution to calculate a total mass, scaling dust mass to the total gas mass using a presumed or modeled dust-to-gas ratio, and removing the measured atomic mass from the region. (0) flux ratio. The model estimated T ℓ , and n are mentioned. Leroy et al. (2007) estimated H 2 gas surface density using dust emission from FIR map in N66 region of SMC. They derived α CO to be about 27×α CO,Gal . For Haro 11, UM 311 and Hubble V using metallicity-DGR relation from Sandstrom et al. (2013) and with the known dust mass, we estimated the total gas mass and after subtracting the atomic gas content subsequently calculated the molecular gas mass. However, we find a negative value for the molecular gas for UM311, suggesting the ISM mass is mainly dominated by the atomic gas. The H 2 gas masses calculated from the dust emission are given in Table 6. 5.6.4. Molecular gas mass using our model The H 2 line flux extraction was performed for the similar region in SMC-N66, where the CO emission was measured by Rubio et al. (1996) . The cubes were prepared using CUBISM (Smith et al. 2007b) (Jameson, K. et al. in prep) and the H 2 line fluxes were estimated using the PAHFIT, a MIR spectral decomposition tool (Smith et al. 2007a) Figure 13 is an excitation diagram for low metallcity galaxy Haro 11, with the power law model fit. Our model prediction for the unobserved S(0) line is included, and is consistent with the estimated upper limit. The H 2 total gas mass for each low metallicity galaxy is measured using the power law model with lower temperature extrapolation to T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K. Table 6 lists the value of metallicity with their distance and the measured value of H 2 rotational line fluxes with the power law index and the H 2 gas mass derived using CO, dust, and our model. Figure 14 compiles H 2 gas masses derived using the various indirect tracers, together with the results from our H 2 -only model.
All values are shown relative to the H 2 mass inferred using CO luminosities with α CO = α CO,Gal , and are plotted as a function of metallicity. For the SINGS sample, a variation of about 2-3 times the L CO -derived H 2 gas mass is found, likely a consequence of the intrinsic variation in α CO at high metallicity 12 + log [O/H] 8.4. At intermediate metallicity, the molecular gas content from CO line emission for the Hubble V region in NGC 6822 compares well with our model-derived gas mass, which suggests a similar Galactic conversion factor (α CO = α CO,Gal ), consistent with the results of de Rijcke et al. (2006) . At lower metallicity, however, our model disagrees strongly with naive CO-based estimates, yielding up to ∼ 100× the molecular gas mass inferred from CO emission.
The molecular masses we recover at low metallicity are in good agreement with other measures which attempt to account for the impact of reduced metal abundance. These include dust-derived measurements, where available (when the strong metallicity dependence of the dust-to-gass ratio is accounted for). They also agree well with the prescription for the power-law like α CO variations with metallicity recovered from inverting star formation densities among all non-starburst galaxies in the HERACLES sample (Schruba et al. 2012) . The theoretical model of varying α CO by Wolfire et al. (2010) , assuming H 2 column density of 10 22 cm −2 in a molecular cloud, agrees well with observational results based on dust-mass at low metallicity (Leroy et al. 2011; Sandstrom et al. 2013) . Adopting a solar metallicity value of 8.66 and heating rate/H atom log(G 0 /n) = -0.3 (from the L OI /L FIR studies of Malhotra et al. (2001) ), the Wolfire et al. (2010) model also agrees well with our H 2 rotational emission modeled masses.
The power law model reliably recovers the total molecular gas masses at metallicity as low as 10% of the Milky Way, where CO and other indirect tracers suffer strong and non linear biases.
Future prospects
At metallicities 0.25 Z ⊙ , the direct power-law method recovers total molecular gas content as reliably as other tracers that account for or avoid the impact of reduced gas-phase metal content. At even lower metallicities, the CO abundance plummets, with essentially all of the molecular gas in a CO-dark phase. In the first epoch of the star formation in the universe, the extremely low abundance of heavy elements leaves H 2 as a principal coolant (Lepp et al. 2002) .
The Mid Infrared Instrument (MIRI) onboard JWST is sensitive enough to detect the S(1), S(2), S(3) and higher rotational lines of H 2 in luminous galaxies (U/LIRGs) till redshift 0.6, 1.3, 1.9, and higher, respectively. Assuming average L H2S(1) /L IR = 10 −4 (Bonato et al. 2015) , and L IR = 3×10 11 L ⊙ (typical for LIRGs), for S(1) at z = 0.5 to have signal to noise S/N = 5 will require 30 minutes of integration time with JWST-MIRI. It will be possible to measure pure H 2 rotational lines at high redshifts of z ≈ 6-7, almost reaching the reionization era of universe, with the SPace Infrared telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics (SPICA) and the Cryogenic Aperture Large Infrared Submillimeter Telescope Observatory (CALISTO), planned for the 2020 decade (Roelfsema et al. 2012; Bradford et al. 2015) .
The above mentioned future projects for the next decade provides an opportunity to observe H 2 rotational lines at high redshifts. The power law model can be an useful tool in estimating molecular gas mass and study its variation and consequences at different redshifts.
6. SUMMARY We present a new power law temperature distribution model capable of reliably estimating the total molecular gas mass in galaxies purely from as few as three midinfrared pure-rotational H 2 emission lines. Our model is independent of the biases affecting indirect tracers like CO, dust emission, or star formation prescriptions. It can hence be used even in environments where reliability of those indirect tracers is poor, such as at low metallicity. We calibrate the model on a sample of local starforming galaxies with well-quantified CO-based molecular gas masses, and apply the model to local ULIRGs and low metallicity systems. Our key results are: 1. A model based on a continuous power law distribution of rotational temperatures reproduces well the H 2 excitation from a wide range of galaxy types using only a single parameter (the power law slope n). This simple model can directly recover the warm H 2 mass (T 100 K) more reproducibly than arbitrary discrete temperature fits.
2. The power law index obtained for all SINGS galaxies ranges from 3.79 -6.4, with an average value of 4.84 ± 0.61.
3. With typical Spitzer detection sensitivities, the model can directly recover the H 2 gas mass down to a limiting sensitivity temperature of T s = 81 K (when the S(0) line is available), accounting for ∼ 15% of the total molecular reservoir.
4. By calibrating the model using a subset of the SINGS sample with well determined CO-based molecular masses, we find that extrapolating the H 2 temperature distribution to a single cutoff temperature of T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K enables recovery of the total H 2 gas mass within a factor of 2.2 (0.34 dex).
5. Evaluating a family of broken power law models, we find that the average lower cutoff temperature T ⋆ ℓ,b could range from 5-50 K, while recovering total H 2 gas masses as well as a single power law model. However, low model slopes below the break (n 1 ) would require unphysically low cutoff temperatures, and for all power law indices n 1 ≤ 3, break temperatures T b 120 K result in unacceptable fits to the H 2 MIR rotational lines.
6. When α CO,Gal is used, the fraction of warm molecular gas mass (M> 100 K) in this training sample ranges from 0.02 to 0.30. If a reduced α CO is adopted for the ULIRGs, this fraction increases with increasing dust color temperature νf ν70µm /νf ν160µm .
7. In ULIRGs, the total molecular gas mass obtained by extrapolating the model to T ⋆ ℓ = 49 K is consistent with the molecular gas mass derived using α CO,Gal . Alternatively, if a reduced α CO is adopted, the model extrapolation temperature required rises to 80 K. Either the warm molecular gas fraction and lower temperature cutoff in ULIRGs Fig. 14. -The ratio of molecular gas masses estimated using different methods to the "naive mass" obtained using L CO (and α CO = α CO,Gal ), as a function of gas-phase metallicity. This ratio is equivalent to α CO /α CO,Gal . The black points show the molecular gas masses derived from the H 2 rotational model. The blue line shows a fit to this ratio derived from inverting the star formation law for HERACLES non-starburst galaxies (Schruba et al. 2012) . The molecular gas masses traced by the dust emission are denoted by the red points in the plot, and are shifted slightly in their metallicity values for clarity. The black solid line is the predicted mass ratio from the theoretical model of Wolfire et al. (2010) , assuming N (H 2 ) = 10 22 cm −2 and log(G 0 /n) = -0.3. A steep increase in the ratio of model derived H 2 gas mass to the L CO derived measurements is observed at metallicity values 12 + log[O/H]≤ 8.4. is higher than in normal star forming galaxies, or α CO is closer to the Galactic value than has been presumed. 8. At low metallicity (12 + log[O/H] 8.4), where indirect tracers of molecular mass suffer increasingly strong and non-linear biases and the mass of the molecular reservoirs exceed their CO-derived estimates by 100× or more, the direct power law model recovers the total molecular gas masses reliably, as assessed by other methods which account for metallicity.
9. With upcoming facilities including JWST, SPICA, and CALISTO, detection of the relevant H 2 rotational lines in galaxies at intermediate to high redshifts becomes possible, opening a new window on the fueling history of star formation in the Universe. Note. -The rotational upper level energies were computed from the molecular constants given by Huber (1979) and transition probabilities are from Black & Dalgarno (1976) TABLE 5 Model derived parameters for radio, U/LIRGs galaxies :Dufour et al. (1982) ; Dufour (1984) Israel et al. (1996) e. The molecular gas mass for Haro11 is in the range (4.5-11.5)×10 8 M ⊙ , due to uncertainty in HI mass. In the table we mention the minimum value
